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Core VaLues:
FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP.
We love what we do, and we put our best
into everything we build. The quality of
our work is second to none--it’s what our
customers keep coming back for.

FUNCTIONAL BEAUTY.
With a broad range of experience, from
modern, zero-net-use green homes to
post-and-beam farm houses, we believe
in crafting spaces that suit your unique
tastes and needs, rather than conforming to any particular style or school of
design.

Our homes seamlessly blend

New England tradition with contemporary open design and employ modern
techniques/materials to craft what we
call “functional beauty”- spaces that
become the centerpiece of your living.

BALANCE OF TRADITION
AND INNOVATION.
The beautiful heritage of the past need
not be sacrificed in order for homes to
evolve. We believe that through forethought and innovation, beautiful homes
are made even better. In designing and
building spaces that are purposefully
crafted to suit your particular aesthetic
taste, we’ll consider cost, longevity, and
impact--evaluating materials use and
sustainable practices, and natural lighting and air circulation--thereby enhancing comfort and function while preserv2
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ing amenity.
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1) Cozy sitting room that transforms into sleeping quarters for
weekend guests, while providing
ample storage for belongings 2)
Reclaimed wood shelving showcases

dishware 3) Varnished

cherry kitchen island doubles
as breakfast table, allowing full
seating for three.
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Summer Retreat Sag Harbor, NY
This summer retreat on the east end of
Long Island reflects Haven Hill Builders’
commitment to fine craftsmanship and
understated, serene, yet highly functional spaces. Our in-house woodworkers crafted several unique fixtures to
help fulfill the homeowners’ desire of
accommodating an increased number of
weekend guests at this “beach house”.
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design. craft. reinvent.
At Haven Hill Builders, we want your space to be your own. A collaborative partnership with the client is square one. We start
by listening to you—your ideas, priorities, and concerns—then share ours. Together, with our creative vision and experienced
craftsmen, we’ll design and craft beautiful spaces and fixtures you’re sure to adore—personal, serene, and functional.
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neighborhood home - portsmouth, nh
This home in Portsmouth, NH showcases Haven Hill Builders’ blend of tradition and modernity.
Oak flooring and a custom-built cherry counter-top were selected to help brighten the space and
provide a warm, welcome balance to the modern stainless appliances. The open-design--seamless
transition from kitchen to sun room--reflects our belief that homes should be both beautiful and
functional. Large windows provide natural light and breeze throughout the day, offsetting utility
cost, while creating an ideal space to enjoy each and every season.
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condominium - Portsmouth, NH
This loft in historic downtown Portsmouth, NH was fully designed and crafted by Haven Hill Builders. The origninal post-and-beam ceiling construction has been preserved and
refinished to highlight the building’s historic construction. In order to maximize functional space and create the unique formal aesthetic the homeowner desired, our woodshop
crafted several custom fixtures including the kitchen island, through-room doors, and floor-to-ceiling built-in hutch.
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1) Granite-topped hardwood island with offset cherry accent
offers seating for four, while housing cookware and second dishwasher 2) Custom built, oversized sliding hardwood and glass
doors open and connect or separate spaces as desired 3) Original
wood flooring has been reclaimed and refinished.
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